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OVERVIEW | HIT THE STREETS  
 
Who: 24 youth, age 13-15 who display a particular skillset and/or express a strong interest in the arts. Priority will 
be given to students who are from marginalized communities.  
 
What: Public Art Installation and Performance  
1. Visual Arts Team (12kids) |  2. Performance Arts Team (12 kids) 
 
Where: Coyote Central | 2300 E. Cherry St. | Seattle, WA 98122 
 
When: 2-3 weeks during the Summer [Dates TBD] 
 
Why: Hit the Streets gives young people the opportunity to exercise their voice and impact their community through 
public art. Students gain first-hand experience of what it means to be a professional artist as well as a sense of what 
their own future might be like as a creative professional. In addition, Hit the Streets develops basic job readiness 
skills and provides an opportunity for youth to earn money as part of a pre-workforce population.  
 
 
Goals/Values for the project:  
- Introduction to public art with a vision for how it could unfold in a student’s future 
- Investment in community (impact/legacy/voice/change) 
- Opportunity to work with professional artists and with professional equipment 
- Direct opportunity for youth voice/perspective 
- Development of community and SEL skills amongst a diverse range of students in a shared medium.  
-Development of healthy habits regarding work environment  
(ie. time management, timeliness, professional demeanor, communication skills, on task behavior)  
- Quality, well thought out and produced artwork that represents students and Coyote well 
 
 
History:  
For over seven hundred participants, Hit the Streets has been an opportunity to problem-solve creatively, handle a 
job successfully, and make a positive impact on their community.  Since the 1990’s, Hit the Streets youth have 
created permanent public art throughout the Central Area, from the Millennium Tree at Garfield Community 
Center to the entryways to Powell Barnett Park and Flo Ware Park to the Pillars or Equity at Thurgood Marshall 
Elementary.   
 
More recently Coyote has shifted the focus of Hit the Streets away from fixed permanent art to making public art 
that is portable and can be moved to different venues, which has greatly expanded the variety of materials 
available and has freed the youth to have more complete ownership of what they create.  We have also added 
performance art to each project to expand the range of talents that Hit the Streets can showcase and to create 
smaller creative teams with lower student to artist ratios.  
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POSITION DESCRIPTION | HIT THE STREETS  
 
Teaching Artist Position Description:  
Coyote Central is looking for two experienced teaching artists, one visual and one performance, for Hit the Streets 2019. 
Each Teaching Artist will be responsible for leading 12 experienced students, ages 13-15, through the creative process 
of building a polished public art piece or performance. Teaching Artists will design project proposal in advance, leaving 
room for youth voice and input. The project should speak to the given theme and be adaptable to variety of public 
venues. Visual and Performance Teaching Artists will facilitate independently but will be asked to collaborate with one 
another on crossover content. Each teaching artist will be supported by one mentor assistant.  
 
Reports to: bryn mooney, Project Director          Compensation: $2,830.00 
 
We are looking for someone who…  
- has a powerful work ethic and excellent follow-through 
- is a strong communicator with teens, other teaching artists, and staff 
- has the ability to stay organized in shared spaces and track project progress 
- exudes a strong sense of team mentality 
- represents the diversity amongst the students we serve 
- prioritizes and teaches through an equity lens  
- brings a dynamic spirit to the project and can spark that in others 
- is passionate about working with young teens  
- cultivates a sense community 
- demonstrates a balance of flexibility and structure 
 
Teaching Artist should have experience with…  
- public art  
- working with students from a diverse range of backgrounds 
- working with middle-school aged youth 
- providing activities that scaffold projects 
- norm setting and conflict resolution  
- supporting varying levels of experience with a medium among participants in a single group 
- managing big-picture timetables 
 
Teaching Artist will be responsible for…  
- submitting an overview syllabus of the project 2 months prior to start date 
- providing daily lesson plans and draft of budget 1 month prior to the start date 
- daily icebreakers / group formers and daily reflections 
- attending planning meetings with the co-teaching artist and Coyote Staff  
- ensuring the project is polished and finished by installation / performance date 
- installing and breaking down the work  
 
The Teaching Artist should at all times, prioritize amplifying youth voice, perspective, and decision-making while 
challenging youth to reach the highest standards in their work.  
 
 

Coyote Central is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We are committed to equity and cultural competency in all facets of 
our organization. Teaching artists of color strongly encouraged to apply.  
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DETAILS | HIT THE STREETS 2019 
 
Dates: 2 weeks of workshops: July 15-19 + July 22-26 // Culminating Showcase: Saturday, July 27 
Time: 9:00-1:00 or 1:30-5:30 (depending on availability of artists) 
Students: 12 students per team, with experience in the medium (ages 13-15) 
Project: Visual art installation or performance art piece (15-20 minutes in length) 
Theme: “Finding Your Bounce” | Youth resilience in the face of obstacles 
Project Scope: Art installation and performance designed specifically for the proscenium at Dr. Blanche Lavizzo 
Park (see below) that can also be installed or performed at future venues.  
Access to: Woodshop and woodworking tools, outdoor space, mirrored performance studio, electronic music 
software, welding shop, digital cameras, sewing machines, laptops, and etc. 
Materials Budget: $500-$1,500 
Total Compensation: $2,410-$2,910 
 

 
Compensation Breakdown:  
- $40/hour for the following: teaching (40 hrs) planning/prep (10 hrs) rehearsal/ installation/teardown (4 hrs) 
-      $25/hour for the following: daily set-up/clean-up (10 hrs) shopping/fabrication costs (0 - 20 hrs)  
 
*Planning hours will be paid once syllabus and outlines are submitted and finalized. Payment of week #1 will be 
made upon conclusion of week 1 and the remaining balance will be will be paid on the culminating date. 
 

 
Dr. Blanche Lavizzo Park | 2100 S Jackson St, Seattle, WA 98144 
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APPLYING | HIT THE STREETS 2019 

 
Sound like your jam? Here’s what we need from you: 

 
1. Are you applying for the: Visual T.A. Position _____ Performance T.A. Position ______ 
2. Name ________________________________________________________________  

Address_______________________________________________________________ 
Phone________________________________________________________________ 
Email_________________________________________________________________ 
Pronouns______________________________________________________________   
Race/Ethnicity__________________________________________________ (optional)   

3. An idea: Write out a quick paragraph or two describing your vision. Be as specific as you can be, but 
know this is a rough draft phase. 

4. A sketch: This does not have to be super detailed; just a quick visual to help us understand your vision. 
Feel free to include color palettes, photos, sound clips, video, etc. to support your concept. 

5. A materials list: This doesn’t have to be comprehensive, but it will help us get an idea of what type of 
studio you will need access to and what is possible with budget.  

6. A CV or resume: This should represent both your experience as an artist and a teacher.  Please prioritize 
large scale or public/community art. Other examples are acceptable, just not preferred. Teaching 
experience is a MUST. 
 

Apply online:  CLICK TO APPLY NOW  /  Apply via email: bryn@coyotecentral.org  
- Files/Attachments should be saved as PDFs  
- Title documents as “item_ firstlastname.pdf”  [Ex. idea_brynmooney.pdf] 
 
The theme: “Finding your Bounce!”   
Brought to you by our Youth Advisory Board, we are looking at youth resilience in the face of obstacles. Have fun 
and don’t feel locked into the name or the specifics, think of it as a big picture umbrella theme– take creative 
freedom to expand on or manipulate it -- the title doesn’t even need to stay exact! 
 
REMEMBER, this is a quick pitch- We will refine, tweak, or pare down later. Be mindful of what is possible in a 2-3 
week window for youth ages 13-15, but dream big!  
 
Deadline: Friday, February 15th //  Artists will be notified by March 1st 
 
Have questions?? Please email bryn (bryn@coyotecentral.org) or call 206-323-7276 
 
 
*If you aren’t selected for this HTS, we will keep your concept and resume on hand in case we can develop a 
CityWorks project out of it. We will absolutely keep you in mind for teaching roles at Coyote!  
 
 

Coyote Central is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We are committed to equity and cultural competency in all facets of 
our organization. Teaching artists of color strongly encouraged to apply. 


